Always on safe course

World-class supply, service and consulting in the fields of professional marine electronics
Your knowledge centre

NAVTEAM is your knowledge centre and system integrator strategically located in Svendborg, the maritime capital of Denmark. Since 2001 we have grown steadily under the motto:

**Commitment, flexibility and attention for your business.**

NAVTEAM is a very efficient and flexible organisation with quality controlled routines in all fields of operations. Together with our dedicated partners we represent a solid background from the commercial marine industry for several years.

Thereby we have all the experience and know-how, which is needed to supply all kinds of professional marine electronics and related services for commercial vessels.

We have a long record of references and satisfied customers. Our success is achieved through timely attention in serving our customers in the best possible way.

The NAVTEAM service concept is based on our own practical experiences and an in-depth knowledge about the products on the market. NAVTEAM has built up a knowledge centre that our customers can draw on when a solution must be adapted to very specific needs.

Welcome to a cooperation based on credibility and trust. NAVTEAM builds a bridge for you, on which we under all conditions would like to stand ourselves.

*Jens Riisager Byrdal*

*Managing Director, NAVTEAM A/S*

---

NAVTEAM, as independent expert, can select the right equipment for your vessel by combining different products from leading manufacturers. Therefore NAVTEAM can offer you an impartial package of superior service, supply and consulting based on knowledge and professional freedom to make the best choice on the market.
Quality products onboard

NAVTEAM uses the best products from a total-quality concept, based on usability, security, and service.

NAVTEAM represents a number of leading international manufacturers, where we are responsible for marketing, sales and service of their quality products. We cooperate with the following manufacturers, whose products form a complete range of navigation and communication equipment designed for commercial vessels:

JRC (Japan Radio Co., Ltd.), Yokogawa, Intellian, ACR Electronics, Ocean Signal, Tokyo Keiki, ComNav, C-Map, Motorola, Iridium and Inmarsat.

NAVTEAM navigates greener

At NAVTEAM we recognise our responsibility as a global citizen and are continually striving to reduce the environmental impact of the work we do and the products we supply.
World-class support

NAVTEAM world-class support is your guarantee that your navigation and communication equipment is properly sized and always works optimally. Our sales team has a strong backing of highly trained specialists to draw upon.

A team of highly qualified navigators, sales personnel, service coordinators, service engineers and technical specialists with proven competence and extensive experience guarantee to fulfil your requirements, technically and economically.

Punctual delivery is ensured by our advanced logistics and operations department. Our aim is to achieve highest degree of customer satisfaction in quality controlled routines.

Remote maintenance system reduces downtime

With VDR technology, downtime can be reduced by remotely monitoring the status of your onboard equipment with just a few mouse clicks.

NAVTEAM accredited technicians can remotely link to the equipment onboard the vessel to inspect, analyse, resolve or determine what actions are necessary at the vessels next port in order to quickly return the equipment to a full operational status.
Training centre and showroom

The NAVTEAM showroom gives you a clear understanding of the latest advanced navigation and communication solutions, which assists you in selection of the optimal equipment with the right options integrated.

To ensure full benefits from your investment in new technology, NAVTEAM offers a variety of customer made courses for vessels officers, inspectors and service engineers.

NAVTEAM aims to have the best service engineers in the service network and to maintain and improve our standards by heavy investment in training. It is of great importance for understanding and learning that you can see the equipment up close and get a chance to try it in practice.

Fuel saving with advanced autopilot system BNAAC

The new heading control system called BNAAC, Batch Noise Adaptive Autopilot Controller, contribute to fuel-saving. The principal of this system is to automatic update the ship’s parameter all the time by continuously monitoring the vessels steering characteristics and eliminate useless rudder movement. The investment in upgrade of existing autopilot to latest modern system contribute to navigate greener and more cost effective.
Marine surveys and approvals

NAVTEAM is approved for Safety Radio Surveys, VDR and S-VDR by the following classification societies: Lloyds Register, ABS, ClassNK, Germanischer Lloyd, Bureau Veritas, Rina, DNV and Danish Maritime Authority.

NAVTEAM is always at your disposal if you need further documentation or advice in relation to regulatory and safety regarding the products. Safety is a vital part of our business concept, and we do not compromise.

All NAVTEAM solutions are closely monitored and checked, so they are in compliance with applicable laws and safety regulations.
World-wide service network

It is of the utmost importance to have a well-established local service network. NAVTEAM has established a professional teamwork and partnership with talented local service companies with some of the best skilled technicians available. In this way our customers are certain of receiving fast effective service and reliable advice when selecting new equipment for retrofit or newbuilding vessels.

As your service partner we offer GMDSS and service contracts allowing you to concentrate on your core business.

**NAVTEAM qualified service coordinators are ready to organize the entire service for you. Anytime. Anywhere.**

---

**Ready to respond – 24/7/365**

When we say 24 hours service hotline, it means that you at any time of day can call a service representative at NAVTEAM who is ready to answer your questions or help you if you're facing an urgent problem with your equipment. Wherever you are in the world.

NAVTEAM has an extensive stock of equipment and spare parts available on all times to ensure a quick and effective solution.
Visit www.navteam.com and find information about products and accessories in our virtual showroom, or quick information concerning services, references, approvals, education and much more.

You are always welcome to call NAVTEAM on + 45 63 21 80 80 if you need a quick and professional answer.